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Who?
You and whoever you want to be involved! youaretheprotagonist! Let’s meet!

What?
A picture at home, We take a simple picture of you in your favorite space of your home.

How?
With a photo exhibition! Moments of daily life to share.

Why?
To discover the neighborhood community. Join together to know each other!

The idea of the project socio-artistic PIANINSCALA stems from a personal reflection about the cohabit inside an apartment building with people with whom, for example, do not share even the greeting on the stairs.
Who?
You and whoever you want to be involved! You are the protagonist! Let’s meet!

What?
A picture at home, We take a simple picture of you in your favorite space of your home.

How?
With a photo exhibition! Moments of daily life to share.

Why?
To discover the neighborhood community. Join together to know each other!

City of Turin
Population: 908,551
Area: 130 kmq
Density: 6901 ab/kmq
Identify, disseminate and work alongside public institutions, multilateral organisations and private sector’s policies, programmes and sustainable socio-economic systems fostering social equity and urban inclusion within the built environment.

Share knowledge, promote discussion, reflection and awareness, and collaborate in the advancement of the ‘social production of habitat’.

Support participatory, democratic, multicultural and interdisciplinary processes and approaches in strengthening community solidarity as a factor of rural and urban social development.